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Electromagnetically induced transparency in a three-level lambda system
with permanent dipole moments
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Electromagnetically induced transparency in a three-level ⌳-type molecular system with nonzero
permanent dipole moments is investigated. It is shown that in the 共2 + 2兲-transition processes, when
the sign of d21, the difference in permanent dipole moments of the probe transition, is positive,
perfect electromagnetically induced transparency with steep normal dispersion could be obtained
under specific conditions. In contrast, when the sign of d21 is negative, surprisingly gain without
inversion with steep anomalous dispersion could be attained. © 2009 American Institute of Physics.
关DOI: 10.1063/1.3176018兴
I. INTRODUCTION
1–8

Electromagnetically induced transparency 共EIT兲 is an
important quantum interference effect which renders a medium transparent over a narrow spectral region within an
absorption line. Meanwhile, there exists steep dispersion
within the transparency window. Since EIT was proposed by
Harris et al.1 in 1990, great efforts were made in this area
and its wide applications attracted considerable attention,
such as laser without inversion,9,10 enhanced optical
nonlinearity,11,12 information storage,13,14 etc. Up until now,
there have been a large number of theoretical contributions
and experimental demonstrations of EIT in atomic
ion-doped
crystals,17,18
and
molecular
gases,15,16
19,20
semiconductors,
and
superconducting
quantum
devices.21,22
To the best of our knowledge, in all the previous works
little attention has been paid to EIT in polar molecules. Many
recent studies23–27 shown that  jj, the permanent dipole moments 共PDMs兲, can affect the molecule-laser coupling and
allow transitions to occur in such media which would otherwise be forbidden. Thus not only significant differences can
occur between systems with and without  jj but also new
mechanisms for some phenomena can be introduced, for instance, two-photon absorption,23 two-photon phase
conjugation,28 two-photon optical bistability,29 and so on.
Recently, Brown30 examined stimulated Raman adiabatic
passage 共STIRAP兲 in a ⌳ model molecular system with
PDMs  jj and a previously developed generalized rotating
wave approximation31 共RWA兲 was used to qualitatively interpret the calculation results. He showed that the presence of
 jj can allow alternative multiphoton mechanisms for STIRAP to occur, and it was highlighted that 共2 + 2兲-STIRAP as
a potential new mechanism was able to overcome the inherent detrimental effect of  jj.
In the present paper, we consider EIT in a three-level ⌳
system with PDMs. By using the developed RWA to describe
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the system theoretically, absorption and dispersion response
of the medium are investigated for both the 共1 + 1兲- and 共2
+ 2兲-transition processes. It will be shown that the influence
of  jj on EIT behavior is significant in the case of
共2 + 2兲-transition processes where the probe and coupling
processes both involve the absorption of two photons, comparing with that in the case of 共1 + 1兲-transition processes
where the probe and coupling processes both involve the
absorption of only one photon.

II. MODEL AND CALCULATIONS

We investigate the active medium that behaves like a
three-level ⌳ system formed by N polar molecules, as shown
in Fig. 1. A strong coupling field s共t兲 = s cos st drives the
transition 兩2典 ↔ 兩3典 while a weak probe field  p共t兲
=  p cos  pt is applied to the transition 兩2典 ↔ 兩1典. The equation of motion for the state amplitude of the system at time t
is expressed in the dipole approximation as

i


a共t兲 = 关E −  · 共t兲兴a共t兲,
t

共1兲

where the field strength

FIG. 1. Schematic of a three-level ⌳ system interacting with probe field of
frequency  p and coupling field of frequency s.
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共t兲 = ê p p cos  pt + êss cos st.

共2兲

Here the energy 共E兲 jk = E j␦ jk,  is the projection of the electric dipole moment operator of the molecule along the field
direction, and 共兲 jk =  jk = 具j兩兩k典 are the permanent 共j = k兲
and transition 共j ⫽ k兲 dipole moments.  p,  p and s, s are
the strengths, frequencies of the probe, and coupling fields,
respectively.
As what has been done in literatures31–34 previously, Eq.
共1兲 is transformed to an interaction representation defined by
共3兲

a共t兲 = Tb共t兲,
where T is a diagonal transformation matrix given by
T jk = ␦ jk exp关− iE jt兴exp关i␥ jk兴,

共4兲

and

␥ jk =  jk

冕

t

共t⬘兲dt⬘ .

共5兲

0

Substitution of Eq. 共3兲 into Eq. 共2兲 yields
i


b共t兲 = Hb共t兲b共t兲,
t

共6兲

where Hb共t兲 is the Hamiltonian in the new representation,

Cs共m,0兲 =

⬁

Hbjk共t兲 = −

⬁

兺 兺
l=−⬁ m=−⬁

冉

l jk · ê p p
p
zkj

+

m jk · êss
zskj

冊

p
⫻ Jl共zkj
兲Jm共zskj兲exp关− i共Ekj − l p − ms兲t兴,

dkj · ê␣␣
,
z␣kj =
␣

dkj = kk −  jj ,

共8兲
共9兲

where Ekj = Ek − E j, and ␣ represents the note of p or s.
This is the point at which the RWA can be made. The
far-off-resonant terms in the exponentials are neglected. It is
assumed that the probe transition involves the absorption of l
probe photons, and zero coupling photons, while the coupling transition involves the absorption of m coupling photons and zero probe photons.30 After making the RWA, the
Hamiltonian has the matrix form

H 共t兲 = −
b

冢

i⌬ pt
C共0,l兲
p e

0

−i⌬ pt
C共0,l兲
p e

0

Cs共m,0兲e−i⌬st

0

Cs共m,0兲ei⌬st

0

0

冣

=
C共0,l兲
p

l12 p
p
Jl共z21
兲,
p
z21

l12 p
s
p
兲,
J0共z21
兲Jl共z21
p
z21

Cs共m,0兲 =

共13兲

m32s
s
Jm共z23
兲.
s
z23

共14兲

These two equations will be referred to as the effective Rabi
frequencies.
We can derive the equations of motion for the density
matrix elements from ˙ = −i关Hb共t兲 , 兴 − 21 兵⌫ , 其 with the
Hamiltonian given by Eq. 共10兲. Making the substitutions
21 = 21e−i⌬pt, 32 = 32ei⌬st, 31 = 31e−i共⌬p−⌬s兲t, and  jj
=  jj , 共j = 1 , 2 , 3兲, we can obtain

˙ 11 = ␥122 + iC共0,l兲
p 共21 − 12兲,

共15a兲

˙ 33 = ␥222 + iCs共m,0兲共23 − 32兲,

共15b兲

共m,0兲
˙ 21 = 共− ␥21 + i⌬ p兲21 − iC共0,l兲
31 ,
p 共22 − 11兲 + iCs

共15c兲
共m,0兲
˙ 31 = 共− ␥31 + i⌬ p − i⌬s兲31 − iC共0,l兲
21 ,
p 32 + iCs

共15d兲
共m,0兲
˙ 32 = − 共␥32 + i⌬s兲32 − iC共0,l兲
共33 − 22兲.
p 31 − iCs

共15e兲
,

共10兲

where
=
C共0,l兲
p

共12兲

the laser-molecule couplings C共0,l兲
and Cs共m,0兲 are termed as
p
the Rabi frequencies for the probe and coupling fields,30 respectively, comparing with the situations without PDMs 共i.e.,
 jj = 0兲. ⌬ p = l p − E21 and ⌬s = ms − E23 are the probe and
coupling field frequency detunings, respectively. In this
work, we consider that the PDMs  jj, the transition dipole
moments  jk共j ⫽ k兲, and the field polarization ê␣ are parallel
with one another.
From these expressions of Eqs. 共10兲–共12兲, it is evident
that the existence of the PDMs modified the laser-molecule
interaction through the Rabi frequency terms, which cause
the multiphoton processes to occur, especially for the case of
two-photon transitions in a two-level scheme. Moreover, although the probe 共coupling兲 transition involves the absorption of zero coupling 共probe兲 photons, the coupling 共probe兲
field can affect the probe 共coupling兲 Rabi frequency through
the term J0共z␣kj兲. If the argument of the Bessel function is
small, e.g., dkj is small, the effect of the J0共z␣kj兲 can be neglected since limz␣ →0J0共z␣kj兲 = 1. Then the Rabi frequencies
kj
for the probe and coupling fields are independent and can be
written as

Hbjk共t兲 = −  jk共t兲exp关− i共Ek − E j兲t兴exp关i共␥kk − ␥ jj兲兴. 共7兲
Plugging Eq. 共5兲 into Eq. 共7兲, expending the cosine functions
in terms of exponentials, and using exp共iz sin x兲
⬁
Jn共z兲exp共inx兲, where Jn共z兲 is the first kind Bessel
= 兺n=−⬁
function of integer order n, then gives

m32s
s
p
兲,
兲J0共z23
Jm共z23
s
z23

共11兲

 jk = ⴱkj

The above equations are constrained by
and
11 + 22 + 33 = 1. Here ␥1 and ␥2 are the spontaneous emission rates from level 兩2典 to levels 兩1典 and 兩3典, respectively.
␥ jk共j ⫽ k兲 is the coherence decay rate of the corresponding
nondiagonal element. In order to use the weak probe approximation which is widely used in the conventional EIT,
we truncate the infinite series of Bessel function with the
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argument of probe field strength  p as follows:
⬁

p
兲=兺
Jl共z21

k=0

冉 冊

p
z21
共− 1兲k
k ! 共l + k兲! 2

2k+l

⬇

TABLE I. Energy and PDMs used in our calculations.

冉 冊

p l
1 z21
.
l! 2

共16兲

We assume that in the absence of the external fields the
共0兲
共0兲
共0兲
共0兲
system is in equilibrium, that is, 11
= 1, 22
= 33
= 23
= 0.
Substituting these values of the matrix elements and Eq. 共16兲
into Eqs. 共15a兲–共15e兲, we get the following coupled set of
equations:

˙ 21 = 共− ␥21 + i⌬ p兲21 + i
+i

m32s
s
Jm共z23
兲31
s
z23

冉 冊

p l
z21
12 p
,
共l − 1兲 ! d21 2

共17兲

m32s
s
˙ 31 = 共− ␥31 + i⌬ p − i⌬s兲31 + i s Jm共z23
兲21 .
z23

共18兲

By solving this set of equations in steady state, we obtain

21 =

冉

1
⍀ peff 12d21共E3 − 2 E2兲
2
1332 p

⫻

冊

l−1

共⌬ p − ⌬s + i␥31兲
m32s
s
Jm共z23
兲
共␥21 − i⌬ p兲共␥31 − i⌬ p + i⌬s兲 +
s
z23

冉

冊

2.

共19兲
In this paper, only two processes are considered: one photon
plus one photon transitions 共m = 1 , l = 1兲 and two photon
plus two-photon transitions 共m = 2 , l = 2兲. ⍀ peff = 12 p for
共1 + 1兲-transitions and ⍀ peff = 关1332 / 共2E3 − E2兲兴兩 p兩2 共Ref.
35兲 for 共2 + 2兲-transitions since the influences of all but the
three states we considered here are neglected.
The polarization components with frequency  p can be
obtained in terms of the density matrix elements 21 by
P共 p兲 = 2N1221,36 and then the complex susceptibility

⬀

P共 p兲
⍀ peff

=K

冉 冊
d21
p

l−1

共⌬ p − ⌬s + i␥31兲

冉

m⍀s
s
共␥21 − i⌬ p兲共␥31 − i⌬ p + i⌬s兲 +
s Jm共z23兲
z23

冊

2,

where ⍀s = 32s; the constant K will be given in Sec. III. As
is well known, the imaginary part Im关兴 and real part Re关兴
of the susceptibility determine the absorption and dispersion
of the system, respectively. The group velocity index is defined by
dn
c
= n共 p兲 +  p
,
d p
vg

E j 共a.u.兲
 jj 共a.u.兲

共21兲

where n共 p兲 is the refractive index and n共 p兲 = 冑1 + Re关兴.
When ng − 1 ⬎ 0, the group velocity is smaller than the velocity of light in vacuum, which means slow light37,38 can be

1

2

3

0.0
1.17

0.047共0.063兲
1.18共1.08兲

0.023
⫺1.17

attained. Contrarily, when ng − 1 ⬍ 0, the group velocity is
larger than the velocity of light in vacuum, then fast light39,40
can be obtained. We will plot the absorption Im关兴 and dispersion Re关兴 profiles of the medium by Eq. 共20兲 along with
the group index profiles for ng − 1 by Eq. 共21兲 as a function of
the frequency detuning of the probe field in Sec. III.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The molecular parameters used in our simulations are
based on HCN→ HNC isomerization which has often been
used in theoretical studies of molecular dynamics.41,42 Table
I lists the values of the energy E j of the three states in our
model and the corresponding PDMs  jj in atomic units,
which were included in earlier studies 共Refs. 30 and 43兲.
Two different values of the transition dipole moments are
regarded here: 0.01 a.u. for 共1 + 1兲-transitions and 0.1 a.u. for
共2 + 2兲-transitions.30 Although the exact data are not available
for longitudinal and transversal relaxation rates, the transversal relaxation rate is fixed at 1012 s−1, which is of the order
of the reorientation rate of molecules in solution, and the
longitudinal rate is considered to lie in the 109 – 1012 s−1
range.28 These values are typical in molecular systems such
as organic dyes.44 For simplicity, the parameters of energies,
frequencies, and detunings are scaled by the decay rate ␥21 in
the following numerical calculations.
In Sec. II, we have already noticed that because of the
existence of diagonal dipole matrix elements  jj the Rabi
frequencies are no longer proportional to the field amplitudes
and it can be seen clearly from the expression of Eq. 共20兲
that the influence of  jj on the susceptibility chiefly arise
from a factor of d21, the difference in PDMs of the probe
states, and terms involving the Bessel functions that are oscillatory. While in the case of 共1 + 1兲-transition processes, it
is obvious that the effect of d21 disappears although the
PDMs can be very large. The complex susceptibility is

=
共20兲

n g共  p兲 =

j

K1共⌬ p − ⌬s + i␥31兲

冉

⍀s
s
共␥21 − i⌬ p兲共␥31 − i⌬ p + i⌬s兲 + s J1共z23
兲
z23

冊

2,

共22兲

2
/ ⑀0 and it is set to be unity for simplicity in
where K1 = N12
our numerical simulations. N is the molecular density and ⑀0
is the free space permittivity. Essentially, there are not too
much differences between EIT of this case and the conventional ones, except for the Rabi frequency of the coupling
s
s
兲 / z23
which is oscillatory
field modified by the ratio of J1共z23
in nature, as shown in Fig. 2共a兲. Obviously, Bessel functions
restrict the effective Rabi frequency of the coupling field
strength. We choose arbitrarily three different values of the
coupling field strength ⍀s marked with dots A, B, and C in
Fig. 2共a兲 and plot the corresponding representative profiles of
the imaginary part Im关兴 共red solid curves兲 and the real part
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FIG. 2. Profiles for 共1 + 1兲-transition processes. 共a兲 The oscillatory feature of
the terms including Bessel functions vs the coupling field strength. 关共b兲, 共c兲,
and 共d兲兴 Variations of Im关兴 共red solid兲 and Re关兴 共blue dashed兲 vs the probe
detuning ⌬ p at different coupling strengths corresponding to dots of A, B,
and C in 共a兲, respectively.

Re关兴 共blue dashed curves兲 of the susceptibility as a function
of the probe field detuning in Figs. 2共b兲–2共d兲, respectively.
The main parameters used here are 22 = 1.18 a.u., 32
= 0.01 a.u., s = E23 = 0.024 a.u. = 992␥21, ⌬s = 0, and ␥31 = 0.
From the profile of the imaginary part of the susceptibility Im关兴 in Fig. 2共b兲, it can be seen that the absorption
vanishes at the probe resonance, i.e., perfect EIT has been
attained. Simultaneously, a steep dispersion appears in line
center as shown by the profile of Re关兴 so that the group
velocity 共dependent upon the slope of Re关兴兲 can become
anomalously low where absorption has vanished. It can been
seen from Fig. 2共a兲 that the effective Rabi frequency can be
zero at the point of B due to the Bessel function with the
appropriate coupling field strength ⍀s, and in this case there
is a strong absorption peak at resonance and no transparency
window of EIT any more, as shown in Fig. 2共c兲, although the
strength of the coupling field is large. Therefore, in order to
get the perfect EIT, the adiabatic condition4,30 comes to be
s
s 2
兩共⍀s / z23
兲J1共z23
兲兩 Ⰷ ␥21␥31 to avoid the zeros and small values of Bessel functions resulting from the detrimental effect
of  jj. When this condition is satisfied EIT could be observed, as shown in Figs. 2共b兲 and 2共d兲. We also notice that
the linewidth of EIT 共the full width of EIT resonance at half
s
s
maximum兲45 is now proportional to 共⍀s / z23
兲J1共z23
兲, the effective Rabi frequency of the coupling field.
We now consider the case of 共2 + 2兲-transition processes,
where the coupling and probe transitions both involve the
absorption of two photons. The frequencies of the coupling
and probe fields are set to be s = E23 / 2 and  p = 共E21
− ⌬ p兲 / 2. The complex susceptibility in this case is
d21
共⌬ p − ⌬s + i␥31兲
p
=
2⍀s
s
共␥21 − i⌬ p兲共␥31 − i⌬ p + i⌬s兲 +
s J2共z23兲
z23
K2

冉

冊

2,

共23兲

3
/ ⑀01332兲关E3 − 共1 / 2兲E2兴, and
where the constant K2 = 共N12
we set K2 = 1 for simplicity in the following numerical cal-

FIG. 3. Variations of Im关兴 共red solid兲, Re关兴 共blue dashed兲, and group
index ng − 1 共black dashed dotted兲 vs the probe detuning ⌬ p for the
共2 + 2兲-transition in the three-level ⌳ system with d21 ⬎ 0 at different coupling field strengths ⍀s. The rows of 共a兲, 共b兲, and 共c兲 correspond to ⍀s
= 8␥21, ⍀s = 11␥21, and ⍀s = 16␥21, respectively.

culations. Apparently, the susceptibility of the system is in
proportion to d21. When the sign of d21 is reversed, the properties of the susceptibility will change. So we consider two
conditions of d21 ⬎ 0 and d21 ⬍ 0 in the following. The main
parameters used here are E2 = 0.047 a.u., E21 = 1943␥21, s
= 496␥21, and 22 = 1.18 a.u. for d21 ⬎ 0 and E2 = 0.063 a.u.,
E21 = 2604␥21, s = 827␥21, and 22 = 1.08 a.u. for d21 ⬍ 0.
⌬s = 0, ␥31 = 0, and 32 = 0.1 a.u. Similar to that of the 共1
+ 1兲-transition process, the EIT condition comes to be
s
s 2
兲J2共z23
兲兩 Ⰷ ␥21␥31, and the linewidth of EIT is ma兩共2⍀s / z23
s
s
兲J2共z23
兲.
nipulated by the Bessel oscillatory term 共2⍀s / z23
Here, we focus our attention on the influence of d21 on the
susceptibility and modulate the coupling field to satisfy the
adiabatic condition. The imaginary part Im关兴 共red solid兲 and
the real part Re关兴 共blue dashed兲 of the susceptibility together with the group index ng − 1 共black dashed dotted兲 versus the probe detuning at different ⍀s for the conditions
d21 ⬎ 0 and d21 ⬍ 0 are presented in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively.
In the case of d21 ⬎ 0, perfect EITs 共nearly zero resonant
absorption of the probe field兲 with steep normal dispersion
are present in the left column plots of Fig. 3 at different ⍀s,
where we have already chosen these ⍀s to satisfy the EIT
conditions. In addition, as shown in the right column of Fig.
3 positive group index profile for ng − 1 共i.e., vg ⬍ c兲 in the
EIT window resulted by the steep normal dispersion is
achieved, which is most important in the slow light.37,38 Thus
we can see that in the presence of PDMs, EIT can be avail-
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 5. Variations of the Im关兴 共solid兲 vs ⌬ p and the contributions of 2211
共dashed兲 and −1111 共dashed dotted兲 to Im关兴 for the absorption profile
when d21 ⬎ 0 in 共a兲 and for the GWI profile when d21 ⬍ 0 in 共b兲. ⍀s = 8␥21.
The other parameters are the same as that in Figs. 3 and 4 respectively.

Im关兴 =

冉

冊

11
K2U 22
11 −
11 ,
V p
p

共25兲

where
2
+ ␥21共⌬ p − ⌬s兲2 + ␥31共Cs共2,0兲兲2 ,
U = ␥21␥31

共26兲

V = 关␥21␥31 − ⌬ p共⌬ p − ⌬s兲 + 共Cs共2,0兲兲2兴2
FIG. 4. Variations of Im关兴 共red solid兲, Re关兴 共blue dashed兲, and group
index ng − 1 共black dashed dotted兲 vs the probe detuning ⌬ p for the
共2 + 2兲-transition in the three-level ⌳ system with d21 ⬍ 0 at different coupling field strengths ⍀s. The rows of 共a兲, 共b兲, and 共c兲 correspond to ⍀s
= 10␥21, ⍀s = 14␥21, and ⍀s = 22␥21, respectively.

able not only by using the one photon transition but also by
utilization of alternative multiphoton transition, which possess intrinsic difference from the conventional EIT in the
atoms or nonpolar molecules.
In the case of d21 ⬍ 0, as shown in Fig. 4, the opposite
window, i.e., gain profiles with EIT at the probe resonant
transition 共⌬ p = 0兲 and anomalous dispersion between the two
gain peaks are surprisingly gained. Furthermore, we can derive the population of the three states in steady state from
Eqs. 共15a兲–共15e兲 and get 11 = 1 and 22 = 33 = 0. That is to
say, there are no population inversions between the transition
states and gain without inversion 共GWI兲 is obtained under
this condition. From the right column of Fig. 4, we can see
that negative group index profile for ng − 1 共i.e., vg ⬎ c兲
caused by the anomalous dispersion at the center region
which means that fast light39,40 are achieved in this system.
Of course, it can also be seen that when the width of the EIT
共or GWI兲 window is too large, the slope of Re关兴 is too low
and it is not good for slow 共or fast兲 light.
For further understanding of the physical mechanisms
leading to EIT and GWI in the 共2 + 2兲-transition processes of
this system, we reconsider the expression of 21 in steady
state from Eqs. 共15c兲 and 共15d兲,

21 =

共2,0兲
iC共0,2兲
31
p 11 + iCs
,
␥21 − i⌬ p

共24a兲

31 =

iCs共2,0兲21
.
␥31 − i⌬ p + i⌬s

共24b兲

The imaginary part of susceptibility can be rewritten as

+ 关␥31⌬ p + ␥21共⌬ p − ⌬s兲兴2 .

共27兲

Notice that 22 = 0 for steady state have already been used
here. Apparently, it can be seen from this equation that
PDMs impact the absorption and gain of the system greatly.
Im关兴 consists two terms: The first term involving the PDMs
of the excited state 22 in the parentheses decides the absorption while the second term involving the PDMs of the
ground state 11 determines the gain, as shown in Figs. 5共a兲
and 5共b兲. When d21 = 22 − 11 ⬎ 0, the contributions of the
absorption term are greater than that of the gain term, the
system exhibits absorption profile and EIT can be attained, as
shown in Fig. 5共a兲. Conversely, when d21 = 22 − 11 ⬍ 0, the
contributions of the absorption term are less than that of the
gain term, the system exhibits gain profile and GWI can be
obtained, as shown in Fig. 5共b兲. When  jj = 0 共or d21 = 0兲, it
will turn out to be the conventional three-level model without  jj, the atomic or nonpolar molecular system, where the
two-photon transitions would be forbidden then all the phenomena in Figs. 3 and 4 will not exist, which reveal the
critical role of PDMs in multiphoton EIT scenarios.
Therefore, d21 plays an important role in the absorption
and dispersion profiles of the medium in the 共2 + 2兲-transition
processes. When d21 changes from positive to negative, the
characteristic of the window varies from EIT to GWI. Meanwhile, the properties of the dispersion in the line center is
also modified from normal to anomalous, as shown in Figs. 3
and 4, thus the group index profiles change from positive to
negative on resonant. These indicate that we can get slow or
fast light in this system with nearly zero absorption for the
probe field by exciting the molecule to different highly excited vibrational state 兩2典 with specific PDMs 22. Another
thing we want to emphasize is that the PDMs could lead to
detrimental effect to EIT because of the induced oscillatory
Bessel functions just as we have already pointed out previously, which limit the effective Rabi frequency of the cou-
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pling field strength and therefore limit the role of the coupling field strength playing in the EIT processes. The tunable
range of the width of EIT 共or GWI兲 windows for getting
preferable steep dispersion for slow 共or fast兲 light is narrowing after the first oscillatory period of Bessel function when
⍀s is increasing. So it is meaningless for ⍀s being too large.
Fortunately, we could attenuate this influence by controlling
the coupling field strength in proper range.
IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have investigated EIT in a three-level ⌳
molecular system with nonzero PDMs  jj. The developed
RWA is used to deal with the absorption and dispersion properties of this system applied with a weak probe field and an
intense coupling field. Two processes of 共1 + 1兲 and 共2 + 2兲
transition have been considered here. It has been shown that
there are not too much differences for EIT between systems
with and without PDMs in the 共1 + 1兲-transition processes,
and the existence of the  jj only leads to not good effect for
EIT by restricting the effective coupling field strength. Nevertheless, in the 共2 + 2兲-transition case, not only perfect EIT
is achieved but also GWI is gained near the probe resonant
point under adiabatic conditions, which is mainly determined
by d21, the difference in the PDMs of the probe states. When
the sign of d21 is reversed from positive to negative, the
feature of the absorption curves changes from EIT to GWI.
Meanwhile, the dispersion profile at the line center changes
from steep normal to anomalous, which means that a transfer
between slow and fast light for the system can be gained by
utilizing special highly excited vibrational state 兩2典 in the ⌳
system owning particular PDMs 22. We hope that our results will not only motivate future studies of EIT but also
expand the applications of the polar molecules.
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